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Abstract
Linear seakeeping theory is reviewed and extended from 6 degrees of freedom to
N degrees of freedom, so that hydroelastic problems and multibody problems can
be solved in the time-domain. The general form of the 'm-terms' is derived for an
arbitrary modeshape, and the problem is solved in 3D using a free-surface Green
function and planar, constant-strength panels. Emphasis is on applying the theory
of generalized modes in simple problems involving fluid-structure interaction and
mulitbody interaction. The generalized modes are also used to obtain an efficient
expansion of the load-distribution on a structure when the structure is assumed stiff.
This allows for an easy calculation of the bending moments and shear forces in the
structure. Good agreement is found with experiments for the Wigley hull.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past decades, numerical studies of seakeeping problems have made a giant
leap forward. Mostly this is due to the computer power available for a reasonable
price. Formulating the seakeeping problem mathematically gives rise to large systems
of equations, which can be solved only by the use of computational power. With the
introduction of the digital computer in the 1950's, researchers were able to pursue the
seakeeping problem with a new and powerful tool. First by using two-dimensional
strip theory solving the linearized problem, later using three dimensional theory, both
linearized and non-linear formulations.
The fully non-linear problem is still too large to solve, but partly non-linear prob-
lems have been studied, for instance by Lin et al. [16] and by Kring et al. [14]. They
satisfy the boundary condition on the body surface exactly, but the free surface con-
dition is modified. Kring et al. are using the weak-scatter hypothesis, whereas Lin
et al. are linearizing the free surface condition about the undisturbed incoming wave
profile. The linear problem is well documented in Bingham et al. [3], and Korsmeyer
and Bingham [11]. The general theory for the linear seakeeping problem was given
by Newman [21].
In seakeeping, one only considers the six degrees of freedom for a floating body.
The behavior of the ship in the presence of waves is of interest in the design and
optimization of hull forms, and for extreme value statistics with respect to loads,
green water etc. Most of the existing codes for seakeeping analysis are so-called panel
methods. Sources and dipoles are distributed over the body surface (and sometimes
over the free surface) and represent the flow in the problem. The force of interest is
found from pressure integration. Recently, this has been done in the time domain,
earlier only frequency domain quantities were available.
Recent progress in the frequency domain has been to study the wave-structure
interaction problem, where the structure is allowed to move and be deformed at the
same time. This science is known as hydroelasticity. A practical example is the idea of
a floating airport, which from the hydrodynamic point of view has been given a lot of
attention lately [23]. The dimension of such a structure will be large compared to the
wavelength, and the interaction between the structure and the waves will be of great
importance in calculations of the loads. However, all bodies will deform when subject
to non-uniform loading like hydrodynamic forces, so the theory of hydroelasticity
applies to all bodies which are affected by waves. In the linear problem this will
lead to new radiation and diffraction modes. The problem was first formulated by
Bishop and Price in [5], Bishop et al. gave later the general theory for hydroelastic
structures moving in a seaway in [6]. Newman [19] studied this problem for zero
speed, and recent studies have also been performed by Kashiwagi [10] and Wu et al.
[29] for large floating structures. Wu et al. have studied the hydroelastic behavior of
high speed vessels in [30].
Another group of problems of great interest is the interaction problem which in-
volves several bodies. This problem is very different from hydroelasticity, physically
speaking, but the two sets of problems are closely related mathematically. It is there-
fore possible to develop a theory that is able to handle both hydroelastic problems
and interaction problems. Newman studied an array of cylinders in [19], this work
was later extended by Maniar et al. [17] to study very large arrays of cylinders. This
study was done partly with a general N body theory and partly with the theory of
generalized modes. The distinction is the way of attacking the problem. In the N
body problem one states explicitly that the problem has N bodies with 6 degrees of
freedom if freely floating, if the problem is to be solved in the context of generalized
modes, one merely states that this is a wave body interaction problem involving K de-
grees of freedom. If the problem involves N freely floating bodies and no constraints,
then K = 6N. Interaction problems are of great importance for offshore operations
and for studies of tow problems, for instance. It can also be used in problems in-
volving wall effects. If we consider a ship traveling close to a wall with spacing d, we
can represent the wall by using an image of the ship spaced from the original ship
with distance 2d. This way we have two bodies, and the problem can be solved using
generalized modes.
In this thesis, the theory of hydroelasticity and seakeeping theory for interaction
problems are united in a linear theory that handles both problems in the time domain.
Strictly speaking, this is an extension of the traditional seakeeping theory to involve
N degrees of freedom for N modes which can be independently chosen. The modes
do not have to be rigid. Deformable modes, which will be treated in Chapter 3, can
also be used. The problem is formulated as an integral equation, and is solved using
a three dimensional low-order panel method. The panels are quadrilateral planar
panels, and the potential is assumed constant over the panel. A free-surface Green
function, which simplifies the integral formulation to involve integration over the body
only, is utilized in order to solve the problem efficiently. Hence, panels need not be
distributed on the free-surface and no numerical damping is necessary.
Being able to use generalized modes increases the flexibility of the seakeeping
theory. Since all floating bodies will experience wave forces, there will be bending
moments and shear forces as a result of the hydrodynamic forcing. Using the gen-
eralized modes, we are able to compute these forces within linear theory. It turns
out (Section 3.2.1) that the hydrodynamic load distribution can be written down ex-
plicitly in terms of the generalized hydrodynamic and hydrostatic quantities. This
simplifies the calculations, since there is no need any longer to consider the added
mass and damping for a small strip of the hull, for instance.
The method is illustrated through examples dealing with the deformation of a
slender barge, which essentially is the same as the floating airport problem. The
theory is also applied to a Wigley hull at forward speed, and shear forces and bend-
ing moments are calculated using the generalized hydrodynamic quantities. Good
agreement is found with experimental data for the Wigley hull.
Chapter 4 studies the interaction between two hulls at zero and non-zero forward
speed. The behavior of the wave in the gap between the two bodies are quite different
for these two cases, as will be shown.
The last section contains calculations of steady resistance when two bodies are
translating forward in proximity, one ahead of the other. It is shown that the resis-
tance on the aft body is a function of both the separation distance and velocity, and
is different from that of a single ship alone.
Chapter 2
Mathematical Formulation
2.1 The Exact Boundary Value Problem
Assuming that the fluid is ideal and the flow irrotational, there will exist a potential
4 such that the velocity in the fluid V = VI), where V is the gradient vector.
Conservation of mass requires that V has zero divergence, hence 4I satisfies Laplace's
equation
V24 =-0 (2.1)
The pressure p at each point in the fluid is found from Bernoulli's equation
O0 1
p(xo, t)= -p( + ~ IV 2 + gzo) + p (2.2)(t 2
xo is a coordinate system fixed in space, zo is the vertical coordinate, measured
positive upwards. The pressure on the free surface is p, and is assumed to be constant.
The density of the fluid is p and the gravitational acceleration is g. Partial derivation
with respect to time is denoted ". The physical understanding of the free surface
boundary condition is that a particle on the surface ( has to remain on the surface.
Mathematically this is written
D (zo - ) = 0 (2.3)Dt
D - 2- + V - V is the material derivative. This gives the following kinematic free-
surface boundary condition:
S+ + (2.4)1t a +x 8 dy ay Oz
The dynamic boundary condition p = pa takes the form
Dt + 2JVD2 + gZ0 = 0 zo = (2.5)
from which we get an explicit formula for the free surface elevation
11
S= ( Ir + 1IV4I2) (2.6)9 2
Subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect to the variables appearing in the
subscripts. Taking the spatial derivative of (2.6) and using (2.4) we get a combined
free surface condition
g(, + ot,, + 2V .-V¢ + 2V .VI2vB 1 =  0 zo = ( (2.7)
Since (2.7) is second-order in time, we need two initial conditions, which are taken to
be
4 = ot = 0 z0 = O, t < to (2.8)
where to is some arbitrary starting time.
The normal component of the fluid velocity and the body velocity must be equal and
opposite on the body boundary.
n -V, = n -VO on S (2.9)
where V, is the ship speed. S is the instantaneous wetted surface of the body. The
normal vector n is taken to point out of the fluid and into the body. This is irrelevant
in (2.9) but will be of importance later. The solution in the far field is specified to be
V - 0 xl -+ 00 (2.10)
where all the fluid motion caused by the ship motion will go to zero for all finite
times.
2.2 Linearization of the Boundary Value Problem
Assume the amplitude of the motion to be small compared to the wavelength. Deriva-
tives of the potential (D will then be small, and quadratic terms may be neglected.
The free-surface condition (2.7) becomes
zott + g(z = 0 ZO = 0 (2.11)
where the free surface ( also has been expanded around its mean position.
The exact boundary value problem was formulated in an earth-fixed reference
frame. This is a suitable choice for the free surface elevation, but less suitable for
the flow around a ship hull. For this particular case, a frame of reference fixed to
the mean position of a steady translating ship is more suitable. Let q denote the
potential in the steady translating frame. The relation between a potential in the
two systems is, if the ship speed is V, = Ui,
1(xo, YO, zo, t) = 1(x + Ut, y, z, t) = (x Y, yz, t) (2.12)
The time derivative in the earth-fixed reference frame is a total derivative in the
steady translating frame.
t = q!(Xo - Ut, yo, zo, t) = ( - U )¢(x, y, z,t) (2.13)at at aX
The free surface condition (2.11) now takes the form
0 0( - U )2 g z = 0 z = 0 (2.14)
at :Ox
Linearization of the dynamic boundary condition (2.6) gives
I= ( U ) (2.15)
g at Ox
for the first order wave elevation. Working out the linearized body boundary condition
requires some care. Let the potential in the fluid be described by
#(xo, t) = UP(x) + P(x, t) (2.16)
p is the potential due to the steady forward motion of the ship, and O a pertubation
potential, which is assumed to be small [21]. The velocity of the flow relative to the
steady moving frame can be described as W = UV(3 - x). Let S denote the body
surface in the steady translating frame. The body boundary condition (2.9) takes the
form
W-n = 0 on S (2.17)
from which we get the boundary condition for 9
Vp -n = nl on S (2.18)
Let the ship velocity be described by
V, = Ui + A (2.19)
where a describes the position of a point of the body in the steady moving reference
frame. The over-dot denotes a derivative with respect to time. Using (2.9) we get
S= a - n - W - n on S (2.20)
We want to apply this condition on S, and in order to do so, (2.20) has to be Taylor
expanded around S. It is shown in Appendix A that
ns ns - Va -n (2.21)
where tensor notation is used. (2.20) now takes the form
P, - [a + (W - V)a - (a.V)W] - n on S (2.22)
where (2.17) has been applied. Since all equations now are linearized, the potential
c( can be decomposed into
K
P= PI + S + -C (k (2.23)
k=1
pI denotes the incident wave field, the scattered potential is Qs, a general radiation
potential is c(k and we have a total of K radiation potentials. All potentials will have
to satisfy the free surface condition (2.14).
Let
K
a = pk(t)Uk(x, y, z) (2.24)
k=1
where uk is a vector shape function dependent on the spatial variables with time
dependent amplitude or principal coordinate pk. A rigid-body translation will be
represented by a unit vector in that direction, for example u 2 = (0, 1, 0) represents
sway, and u4 = (1,0, 0) x x represents roll. A vector uk = (0, 0, sin qx) represents
the q-component of a Fourier-sine series describing the deformation in the z-direction.
The linearized body boundary conditions for (2.23) can now be expressed as
S = - a (2.25)
On On
n - V Pk = nk + pkmk (2.26)
where
nk = Uk ' n = Ukjnj (2.27)
mk = -Uk-(f) ý)W, + nJ(W-U )Ukj
The notation is somewhat awkward here, since we are using nj for both the jth com-
ponent of the normal vector and the generalized normal vector. It will, however, be
relatively easy to understand which is used from the context later in this presentation.
For rigid body mode shapes the m-terms take the form presented in [27], [21].
2.3 Structural Dynamics
This section analyses the behavior of a general structure from a finite element point
of view. The analysis is a generalization of the work by Bishop et.al [6].
Consider one single structural element in some discretization of a structure. The
displacement of any point within the element (assumed continuous) is specified ap-
proximately in terms of a finite number of displacements U, at the nodes.
fi(x', y', z') = NGe, (2.28)
where the matrix N contains suitable shape functions in terms of the local coordinates.
The over-bar denotes quantities in the local element frame.
Let L be some differential operator, then the strain displacement relation ý can
be written
F = NNUe = bUe (2.29)
where b = £N. The stresses are found from Hooke's law
= Eý (2.30)
where E contains suitable elastic constants. No thermal effects are considered. The
strain energy of the element is given by
IIe = ~ e T dR (2.31)
Qe is the volume of the element, and superscript T denotes the transpose of a matrix.
The above expression can be written
1fIe = -2 ne,
where the stiffness matrix of the element is given as
IKe = bTEb dQ
e
The kinetic energy is given by
1 -t TTe = PbU U
2 e,
dQ = 12 JnCpb(NUe )T(NUe) dQ
where Pb is the density of the material. We can write this
1 -T- -
Te = -U MeUe2e
where
m1e = < NTpbN dSQ
The contribution to dissipation can be written as
I - T - --
D = -Ue BeUe2 is th ymmtric damping atr x givn by
where Be is the symmetric damping matrix given by
Be 
= J NT /N dQ
where 3 is some specific damping matrix.
External forces acting on the element can be derived from the principal of virtual
work. From the fluid pressure p we find
Pe = spN T i dS
1-UT bEbUe dGQ = e-UfKeUe2 (2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)
where the integration is carried out over the wetted part of the element. The normal
vector points out of the fluid and into the element, consistent with the notation in
Section 2.2. Other forces acting will be body forces ge, point forces Fe and forces
from adjacent elements E,.
By the use of Lagrange's equation the equation of motion for an element is
MeUe + BeUe + KeUe = Pe + & + Ee + Fe (2.40)
All the above derivations have been carried out in a frame of reference local to
the element. In order to apply this to a structure moving forward performing small
oscillations about its mean position, we need to relate this to the frame that is fixed
to the mean position of the hull. This can be done using the transformation matrix
L, which relates Ue = LUe. L is a band matrix with submatrices 1 which, for small
angles, can be approximated to
1 '6 -(5
1 1 4 (2.41)
(5 -44 1
where the rotation vector ( = ('4, ~5, '6) contains roll, pitch and yaw angles, respec-
tively. The vector relation between the two frames is
ii = lu (2.42)
Recall that 1 and hence L are orthonormal matrices. Using this fact, we can write
(2.40) in the equilibrium frame as
MeUe + BeUe + KeUe = Pe + ge + Ee + Fe (2.43)
where Me = LT'ML and Pe = LTPe. Since the gravity force is easy to express in
this frame (g = -gk), it is now convenient to express the gravity component ge. The
virtual work is given by
SUg = -Pbg foe SuTkdQ = -pbg fe bT'l -" kdQ(
e (2.44)
= -pbg fae SUTNTI - kdQ = -pbg fa 6UTLTNTI kdQ
whence,
ge = -Pbg L TN - kdQ (2.45)
= LTN kdQ (2.45)
Summing over all elements, we easily see
EEe = 0 (2.46)
e
at each node. The equation of motion (2.43) for the structure then takes the form
Mi + BU + KU = P + g + F (2.47)
M, B, K is structural mass, damping and stiffness, respectively. P is the pressure
force, g is the gravity force and F represents point forces.
2.3.1 Natural frequencies and principal modes
If the are no damping or external forces acting, the equation of motion reduces to
MU + KU = 0 (2.48)
which has solutions of the form U = Deiwt, where w, are the natural frequencies
with eigenvectors Dr. (Note that D, = [Dri, Dr2 , ... , Dn].) Each Dr represents
a modeshape of the deflection. It is straightforward to show that Dj and Dk are
orthogonal with respect to both M and K when j - k. If we let a submatrix dr be
formed for each element, then we can write
Uer = de iwrt (2.49)
and the modeshape at any point in the equilibrium frame is
Ur(x, y, z) = 1Tie, = ITNTJO, = 1TNLdrei rt (2.50)
Equation (2.50) gives the explicit transformation between the two frames of reference.
If we let
K
U = Dp = pk(t)Dk (2.51)
k=1
and premultiply (2.47) by DT, then we can write the equation of motion as
mji + bp + kp = Z + G + FP (2.52)
where m = DTMD, Z = DTP etc. At this stage, it is useful to investigate what
Z actually is, since we have transformed and multiplied the pressure contribution
several times. The rth component, corresponding to the principal coordinate p,, is
Zr= DTP = E, dTp,= -E dTLTPe = - T dLT fs pNTfi dS
= - Ze dTLT fS pNTln dS = - Te S. n 1TNLdp dS (2.53)
= - Ze fse nT1TNLUep dS = - Is nTup dS
which is exactly the expression for the generalized fluid force! This expression is
exact, and needs to be linearized about the mean position of the body. A thorough
linearization can be found in [20], [15]. The hydrodynamic part will be investigated
further in Section 2.4.1, and the hydrostatic part will be linearized in Section 2.4.2.
The gravity influence will also have to be linearized. Consider the influence of
gravity on mode r,
G = - l Pbgwr dQ = - Pbgwr dV (2.54)
where Wr is the w-component of the rth modeshape ur = (u,, v,, w,) and pb is the
density of the body. Write the difference between the exact position and the mean
position as
p bgwrd - opbgwr dV (2.55)
then the gravity influence in mode r due to a unit deformation in mode k is written
-Grk = J pbgwr dV (2.56)
when the density Pb is not dependent on spatial variables. AVo(k) is the thin volume
enclosed by the surfaces of the instantaneous body position and the mean body posi-
tion. This volume can be approximated by the distance between the two surfaces S
and S, which is written nk = n - k.
-Grk = pbgnkwr dS (2.57)
and the total contribution is
G, = - o pbgwr d - (s pbgnkwr dS) Pk (2.58)
In the special case were a rigid body mode is considered, this expression is identical
to the form found in [20], [12].
2.3.2 Structural Dynamics - the Simple Way
In the previous sections of this chapter, a finite element approach was used to arrive at
the coupled problem between fluid and structure. This approach is very mathematical
and detailed, and some of the physical understanding is easily lost on the way. This
section contains a straightforward derivation of the equation of motion, and serves
both as a validation of the FEM method, and a more physical understanding of the
problem. It will also prove useful for the examples presented later in this thesis.
The basic assumption is that the structure can be modeled as a mass-spring-dashpot-
system, which means that there are some stiffness (spring) and damping (dashpot)
associated with the structure.
Consider a discretization of a body, partly or fully submerged. The equation of
motion for the system can be described [8] by
Mii + Bii + Ku = f (2.59)
where u = u(x, y, z, t) is the displacement vector described in the mean reference
frame. m,b,k are the structural mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively.
f is the external force acting on the body, including body forces, pressure forces and
point forces, for instance.
Recall (2.51), and approximate the deformation of the body with K modeshapes
Uk, each with time-dependent amplitude pk(t),
K
u(x, y, z, t) = pkuk(x, y, z) (2.60)
k=1
Premultiply (2.59) with uT, and the following equations for the motions of the body
are obtained:
K
Zm p +jkk + bpk + kjkPk = F j=1,..., K (2.61)
k=1
where Mik = uTmuk etc, and Fj = uTf, hence the equation is equal to (2.52).
2.4 Force from the fluid
Still left is to evaluate the force on the body from the fluid, the component Z in
(2.53). Before we can do this, the boundary-value problem outlined in Section 2.2
has to be solved. This will be solved by using a free-surface Green function and planar
quadrilateral panels, where sources and dipoles are distributed over the body surface.
This is a well known method, and is included in Appendix B for completeness.
All our equations are linearized and we assume that ship motions are time-
invariant, then we can treat our system as a linear time invariant system, which
simplifies the calculations tremendously. Using impulsive input signals, we compute
canonical potentials qk for all modes. Convolution over time gives the response to an
arbitrary input signal. The radiation and the diffraction potentials take the form
'k - oo f (k(t - 7)Pk(T) dr (2.62)
'D = ff (D(t - r7)(() dr
where C is the incoming wave amplitude. In (2.62) the canonical potentials are found
from an impulsive velocity 1ik = 6(t). 6(t) is a delta function in time. Potentials can
be calculated for any derivative of p, as shown by Bingham et al. [3].
2.4.1 Hydrodynamic force
The pressure force on the body in mode j due to an arbitrary forced motion in mode
k is found from the linearized pressure integrated over the body. From the radiation
potential we get
Fk = -P( - U + gz)njdS (2.63)
The contribution due to the hydrostatic term pgz will be evaluated in Section 2.4.2.
Consider first the pressure force due to the radiation potential Ok. A theorem
attributed to Tuck [24] is in certain circumstances very useful,
[m k -- n(V • Vk)]dS = - njOk(l x n) - V (2.64)
1 is the unit vector tangent to the mean waterline. Calculation of the force using
this theorem is done in Appendix C. Following Bingham et al. [3], each radiation
potential can be decomposed
Pk = Nk(X)Pk + Mk(X)pk + Ok1 (X, t)h(t) (2.65)
Note that summation does not apply. h(t) is the Heaviside step function, and .Nk and
Mk is found from the waveless problem
V24,k = 0 V2Mk = 0
S= 0 Mk=O z = 0 (2.66)
n -VAk= nk n VMk = mk on S
Green's second identity gives the following integral equations for A/k and Mk:
27rAk + Jf(AfkG (° ) - nkG(0 ))d, = 0 (2.67)
2rMk + f.(MkG ( ) - mkG(0))dý = 0
When we calculate the radiation potential from impulsive velocity, the potential Ik
satisfies
V2 k = 0
n -Vk = 0 onS (2.68)£(~k) = -g 4k z = 0
=t z=0,t=0
where £ is the linearized free surface operator (2.14). For impulsive accelerations
and displacements, the corresponding expression can be found in [2]. The general
radiation potential Ik and its time derivative are
Pk = Nkpk + MkPk + k(t - 7)-Pk(') dr
(2.69)
a• Xk + MkPk + f 8(t- Tr)k(r) dr
Note again that summation does not apply. The force in the direction j due to a
motion in the mode k due to the radiation pressure becomes
Fjk = -PSf[(A/kik + MkPk + of (t - T)Pk(T) dr)nj
at (2.70)
-U(• k + OM kPk + f00oo a-' (t - T)j k(T) dr)nj] dS
Consider now the force due to diffraction. The canonical diffraction potential is
pD = 'I + 'ps, and the potential's derivative can be expressed as
DD= O° (t - 7)((r)dT (2.71)
and using (2.62) the force can be expressed as
FjD = -PSf(8 -- aUa")njdS
= -- -P -s( (t - r)nj - U (t - 7)nj) dS]((r) dr (2.72)
= ff. KjD(t - r)((r)dT
We will later use the notation
Xj(t) = KjD(t - 7T)(r)dr (2.73)
At this stage, we have calculated the force due to the hydrodynamic pressure. Left
is the task of evaluating the force due to buoyancy.
2.4.2 Hydrostatic force
In (2.63) the term -pgz is the hydrostatic pressure. Calculations of the hydrostatic
force due to this pressure for the rigid body are presented in [20], but for a general
modeshape, a slightly different procedure is to be followed. We will not incorporate
the contribution from body forces in the hydrostatic restoring matrix, since we will
allow for random mass distribution in the analysis of generalized modes. The result
of this procedure is different restoring coefficients in some modes, as an example in
roll due to surge and sway. Usually these contributions are cancelled out by the
gravity force. The restoring coefficient matrix will not be symmetric in general. The
procedure is outlined in Newman [19].
F = -p JgznidS = -p gznidS - pJgznidS + p JgznidS (2.74)
We can express this in terms of a matrix Cij, where Fi = -p fS dS gznj - Cijpj, Cij
is the component of the force in the i direction due to a unit displacement of the
body in the mode j, and we must sum over all modes j, j = 1, ... , K. We can define
three surfaces of integration: the surface prior to the deformation is denoted S, the
deformed surface is Ss( j) and q is the closed surface including the two former and the
portion of the free surface z = 0 between the two, if they intersect the plane z = 0.
Cij = pg fS 6(,) znidS - pg fg znidS = pg f, znidS (275)
= pg f zui -ndS = pg f, V - zuidV
For small displacements the volume v is thin, and can be approximated as the surface
integral of the product of the integrand and the distance nj between the two boundary
surfaces.
Cij pgi nV -zuidS = pgi n(wi + zDi)dS (2.76)
where wi is the w component of the modeshape vector ui and Di = V - ui is the
divergence of the same ui.
2.5 Equation of Motion
We are now able to write out all the components in (2.52). We assume that there
are no point forces acting, Fm = 0. The equation of motion for j = 1, ... , K can be
written
K t
Z[ (mjk +Ajk)Pk + (bjk+Bjk)k +(kjk+ Cjk +jk +Gjk)pk]+ dr KIjkp(r) = Hj +Xj
k=1 -oo (2.77)
where the coefficients are
Ajk = p Jf dS NVknj
Bjk = p fg dS (Mk - UO-•)nj
Cjk = pg fg dS nk(Wj + zDj)
Cjk = -pf dS UaM--nk
Gik = pg fg dS nkwk (2.78)
Hj = -pg fg dS znj - fv0 pbgwj cd
xj = d f KjD(-r)
KjD = -p fg dS (14D - UODD)nj
Kk = p fS dS (Ok - U k)nj
m, b, k are structural mass, damping and stiffness, respectively. Here nj denotes the
generalized normal vector n - uj. The term Hj includes contributions from 1st order
hydrostatics and gravity. The coefficients calculated using Tuck's theorem can be
found in Appendix C.

Chapter 3
Structural Deflection
3.1 Introduction
Consider a ship traveling in a seaway. Clearly, there must be moments and shear forces
acting in the structure. These shear forces and moments result from deformation of
the body, since the bending moment and the shear force scale like the second and
third derivative of the deformation, as will be explained later. To see the deformation
of a ship with the eye is usually hard, allthough in special cases it can be seen, for
instance on Great Lake ships in rough seas. Measurements using strain gauges proves
that some deformation takes place.
In order to study the deflection of a ship in waves, we will use the approach of
generalized modes. We choose to use six rigid body modes to describe the motions
(surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, yaw) and some appropriate additional modes to de-
scribe the deformation. To illustrate the idea of generalized modes, we will study
deformations and load distributions in the vertical plane only. Obviously, the best
selection of modes to describe the deformation of a body is the eigenmodes of the
structure, which can be obtained from (2.48). To find the eigenmodes for a general
structure a finite element representation of the structure is required. Even then, we
would only find the 'dry-modes'. The eigenmodes for the floating structure will be
affected by the added mass, and would give the more physical 'wet-modes'. Fortu-
nately, we do not have to restrict ourselves to any of these modes. Any set of modes
will do. The reason is that we are merely talking about a decomposition of a func-
tion, and that can always be done in a freely chosen basis. A set of pre-defined modes
can therefore be used to describe the deformation of a given geometry, and we will
demonstrate convergence for these modes.
A number of different types of modes can be used as input. A Fourier series
is perhaps the simplest set of modes to use, and we can use Legendre polynomials,
Chebyshev polynomials or free-free beam modes for instance. In general, convergence
will be reached with fewer modes if the modes satisfy the boundary conditions of the
equation of motion that describes the problem. It is also useful if they are orthogonal
on some interval. An appropriate choice of interval will then cause off-diagonal terms
to be zero in the linear system describing the motion, and reduce the computations
needed to set up and solve the system. Convergence will also be reached faster if
the modes chosen are 'close' to the physical modes. 'Close' means that the largest
absolute error between the modeshape chosen and the natural mode is small. Another
important criteria is that it will be useful if the analytical expression of the modes
can be written down easily.
The free-free beam modes are given [7] as
u2j(x) = cos 2j + coshI 2jX) (3.1)2 cos r2j3  cosh K2
1 sin , 2j+lx sinh K2j+ 1xU2j+1(x) = s(n2+ +  )2j+ (3.2)2 sin K2j+1 sinh 2j+l
in which x is a normalized coordinate, x E [-1, 1]. The first two modes are u0 = 1
and ul = x. The former is equal to heave, the latter is pitch-like. The factors rj are
the real and positive roots of the equation
(-1)j tan rj + tanh rj = 0 (3.3)
The free-free beam modes are obtained as eigen solutions to a beam with no rigid
support, when describing the deformation using Euler-Bernoulli theory. Hence, they
satisfy the boundary conditions for a free beam (zero moment and shear force). The
free-free beam modes are orthogonal on [-1, 1]. The modeshape vector as used in
(2.24) is Uk = (0,0, Uk(X)), and the boundary condition follows from (2.27). If we
recall that the modeshape vector for pitch is u5 = (z, 0, -x) it is clear why the ul = x
is pitch-like. The distinction is, however, important in some applications, especially
if the draft is comparable or larger than the length.
Another option is to use Legendre polynomials, given recursively [26] as
Pj = (2j - 1)xPjl(X) - (j - 1)Pj-2() (34)
where the two first modes are equal to the free-free beam modes, Po = 1 and P1 = x.
Legendre polynomials are also orthogonal on [-1, 1], but do not satisfy the boundary
conditions for a free beam. The modeshape vector is now uk = (0, 0, Pk(x)).
If forward speed of the body is considered, m-terms will be present and spatial
derivatives of the modes will be required in (2.27). Derivatives of these two examples
of modes are straightforward to obtain. Figures 3-1 to 3-4 present the modeshapes
and their derivatives.
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Figure 3-1: Free-free beam modes.
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Figure 3-2: 1st derivative of the free-free beam modes to be used in the m-terms in
the case of forward speed.
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Figure 3-3: Legendre polynomials for use in structural deflection.
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Figure 3-4: 1st derivative of the Legendre polynomials to be used in the m-terms.
3.2 Bending of a Slender Barge
The easiest way to represent the structural properties of a ship in a mathematical
formulation is to consider it as a long slender, uniform beam. This approximation
is, of course, very crude, but is still useful in illustrating how the idea of generalized
modes can be used in the calculation of the structural deflections of the ship. Strip
theory for the deformation of a long slender beam is well known from structural
mechanics, here the Euler-Bernoulli theory will be used. A Timoshenko beam could
also be used.
Consider a long slender beam of length L in a frame of reference fixed to the center
of the undeflected beam. x is the longitudinal coordinate, the endpoints of the beam
are at x = ±L/2. z is the vertical coordinate, pointing upwards. Newton's second
law in the vertical plane for a small piece of the beam takes the form
d2  d2z
m + 2 (EI d 2) = F (3.5)dz2 dZ2
where m is the mass of the section, E is Young's modulus and I the second moment
of inertia. Fz is the external force in the z-direction, and d/dx is the derivative with
respect to x. The boundary conditions describing no moment and shear force at the
ends are
d2z d d2zd = 0 -(EI d 2 ) = 0 at x = +L/2 (3.6)dx 2  dx dX2
Describing the deflection with a total of K modes, we write z as
K
z(x, t) = • pj(t)wj(x) (3.7)
j=1
where wj is the modeshape and pj is the amplitude or the generalized coordinate. w
is the z-component of the modeshape vector, uj = (0, 0, wj). Multiplying (3.5) by wi
gives
K . d2  d2 w
winmwip + wid-•(EI )pi = wiFz i = 1, ... , K (3.8)j=1d 2
and integrating over the length we get the equation of motion
mijij + ki jpj = Z i = 1, ... , K (3.9)
where the mass matrix is defined by
m =-L/2 wimwjdx (3.10)
and the stiffness matrix by
L/2 d2  d2Wj
J wj (El )dx (3.11)
iJ-L/2 dX2 d~2
The expression for the stiffness matrix element kj can be simplified by integrating
by parts twice and invoking the boundary conditions (3.6). The expression is then
L/2 2W d2Wj
kij = I El dx (3.12)
I-L/2 dZ2 dZ2
Both the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix are symmetric. If we consider a free
vibration of the beam this can be simplified further, according to Bishop et al. [5]. If
the beam is vibrating freely with a frequency yi corresponding to the i-th eigenmode,
then
d2  d2w 2
dx2 (EI-) = my2w2 (3.13)
Hence,
kij = 2mij 6ij (3.14)
Note that no summation is implied in (3.13) and (3.14). bi, is the Kronecker delta,
6 = 1 if i = j, S = 0 otherwise.
The forcing term Zi in (3.9) is evaluated using the theory outlined in Chapter 2,
and the final expression for the equation of motion is (2.77).
Newman showed in [19] that convergence was obtained for fewer modes when using
the free-free beam modes than for Legendre polynomials or Chebyshev polynomials,
when performing calculations for a long, slender barge in the frequency-domain. Vali-
dation of the present, transient method can therefore be done by Fourier-transforming
impulse response functions to get frequency-domain output. All calculations for the
present method are done in an extension of the program TIMIT [12], [4]. Frequency-
domain quantities can also be obtained from the computer program WAMIT.WAMIT
is a low order panel method program, which calculates the wave interactions with one
or more bodies to regular waves, using a free-surface Green function formulation. The
code has the capability to perform calculations for zero-speed problems in both finite
and infinite depth. Further details can be found in [15], [13]. We will consider infinite
depth only.
In the example we will use the free-free beam modes (3.1,3.2). The modes are, as
aforementioned, orthogonal, and
F' 1
wi(x)w(x)dx = Sij (3.15)
For a beam of length L with constant mass distribution m, the mass matrix takes the
form
mj = m L/2 w(2x/L)wj(2x/L)dx = 1M wi(x)wj(x) = = bij (3.16)J-L/2 2 4
M = mL is the total mass of the beam. The expression for the stiffness matrix is
greatly simplified by the fact that the modes satisfy the differential equation
w(4)(2x/L) -( 2a)4w;(2/ L) = 0 (3.17)
Assuming El constant we now write kij as
EI
kij = 4 ELibij  (3.18)
and both the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix are diagonal. In the case of using
other modeshapes that do not satisfy the boundary conditions, off diagonal entries
Figure 3-5: Discretization of the barge with 40 panels longitudinally, 5 vertically and
10 transversally. Total number of panels equals 900. Cosine spacing towards corners.
will occur in the stiffness matrix.
As an example, a calculation is done for a barge of length to beam ratio LI/B = 10
and draft to beam ratio T/B = 0.5. The barge has zero speed. The total mass M
equals the mass of the displaced volume, and the stiffness factor is EI = 0.1ML3/8s 2 .
The barge is discretized with 900 panels, 40 longitudinally, 10 in the transverse di-
rection and 5 in the vertical direction, and is presented in Figure 3-5. Cosine spacing
is used towards the corners.
The figures 3-6 to 3-9 shows comparison between the present time domain cal-
culations and frequency domain calculations for bending of the slender barge. The
agreement between the two methods is excellent. This is however, no surprise. Ko-
rsmeyer et. al [13] showed in their paper that computations in the frequency domain
Z
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Figure 3-6: Heave RAO for a slender barge, calculated with 8 structural modes.
and in the time domain agreed within graphical precision. The two methods are
based upon the same theory using a free-surface Green function, and this explains
the excellent agreement. The response amplitude operator (RAO) is given as
= - k=1,2,3,7,8... k k=4,5,6 (3.19)
A A/L
where A is the amplitude of the forcing. k=1,2,3 are rigid-body translations and
k=7,8,.. the deformation modes. The first deformable mode (k=7) corresponds to u2
in (3.1). k=4,5,6 are the rigid-body rotations.
Table 3.2 contains the amplitude of each mode and the sum in each of eight
bending modes for w/(g/L) 1/ 2 = 2.5. This is the frequency of a wave with length
approximately one ship length (w = v"-). The amplitude is calculated at the bow
(x = 1). For this specific frequency, convergence to three decimals is achieved by
using three modes.
Even if the two methods agree very well, there is a discrepancy that is notice-
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Figure 3-7: Pitch RAO for a slender barge, calculated with 8 structural modes.
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Figure 3-8: RAO for first structural mode, which represents hogging and sagging of
the ship.
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Figure 3-9: RAO for second structural mode.
Beam modes
1.022514
0.1763145
1.3905380E-02
2.7216980E-03
5.7292019E-04
3.4398699E-04
5.9705770E-05
9.1134280E-05
Sum
1.022514
1.039763
1.026030
1.026901
1.026338
1.026501
1.026442
1.026494
Legendre Polynomials
1.137903
0.2288745
0.1481183
5.6185149E-02
1.9562669E-02
6.9660861E-03
1.3769990E-03
1.7360880E-04
Table 3.1: Amplitude of each mode and sum (total deflection at the bow) for
w/(g/L) 1/ 2 = 2.5, using free-free beam modes and Legendre polynomials
Mode Sum
1.137903
1.163583
1.018714
1.007522
1.026822
1.027931
1.026571
1.026537
able for the higher modes. The discrepancy in the low frequency limit for ý8 is most
likely due to the asymptotic approximation of the large time behavior of the impulse
response functions [4]. There is also a difference for both &7 and s8 for higher frequen-
cies, as can be seen in Figures 3-8 and 3-9. The reason for this is not understood.
Irregular frequencies are present in the this problem, but this is probably not the
reason why the two results differ slightly. The common experience is that the two
methods give the same results, even if they are incorrect due to inadequate spatial
resolution of the high frequency content of the soultion.
Since the geometry in this example is simple, it is trivial to calculate the irregular
frequencies for the problem. Following Newman et al. [22], the irregular frequencies
occur when the potential q inside the barge vanishes at the walls,Cos
= (kxx) cos(kyy) sinh(k(z + T)) (3.20)
sin
Here (kx, ky) are the components of the wavenumber with length k, the draft is T.
The eigen solutions for the heave radiation problem are the symmetric parts of (3.20)
and the anti-symmetric parts correspond to pitch. The irregular frequencies follow
from
w2 cosh(kT)
= sinh(kT) (3.21)
g sinh(kT)
and they occur for values of
2- 1 rr
ky = (n+ ) n = 0, 1, ... k = r = 1, 2, ... (3.22)B 2 L
Hence, there are infinetely many irregular frequencies, Table 3.2 lists the first. Most
of these frequencies are outside the region of interest. Interpreting the results, it
is important to keep in mind that irregular frequencies are present. However, it is
not likely that the irregular frequencies are the reason for the discrepancy. This
statement is based on the experience that the frequency-domain code and the time-
domain code give the same results for the irregular frequencies when rigid-body modes
ky = 27r/B
Table 3.2: A number of irregular frequencies for a rectangular barge with L=1.0,
B=0.1, T=0.05., obtained from the formula in (3.22).
are considered. Investigating Figure 3-8 we also find that the discrepancy occurs for
a nondimensional frequency of 4.5, which is less than the lowest irregular frequency.
After obtaining the RAO's for all modes, we can write the deformation of the
beam as a function f(x)
K
f(x) = EkWk(X)
k=7
-LL
S2 '2
The bending moment and shear force at any desired location is obtained by differen-
tiation
M(x) = EI(x) d f(x) V(x) = dM(x) (3.24)
Figure 3-10 presents the shear force at x = -L/4 and x = L/4 as a function
of frequency. We note that for long waves the shear force at these two locations is
(3.23)
ky = 7r/B ky = 3r/B
27r/L
37r/L
47r/L
57r/L
67r/L
7r/L
87r/L
97r/L
107r/L
11r/L
121r/L
137r/L
14r/L
157r/L
167r/L
17r/L
187r/L
197r/L
20x/L
5.863301
5.894928
5.946786
6.017673
6.106033
6.210068
6.327850
6.457415
6.596851
6.744361
6.898302
7.057207
7.219800
7.384985
7.551840
7.719601
7.887640
8.055452
8.222636
8.388876
9.711605
9.719666
9.733059
9.751716
9.775549
9.804444
9.838269
9.876872
9.920083
9.967724
10.019599
10.075509
10.135248
10.198606
10.265369
10.335330
10.408280
10.484015
10.562335
10.643047
12.534397
12.538154
12.544408
12.553148
12.564360
12.578021
12.594109
12.612597
12.633451
12.656637
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Figure 3-10: Shear force vs. frequency for the barge. -L/4 is aft of midships, L/4 is
in front of midships.
symmetric, but for waves shorter than the length of the beam, the shear force is
no longer symmetric. The explanation is that for long waves we will experience the
Froude-Krylov part of the force only, and this is symmetric fore and aft. For shorter
waves the flow pattern is no longer symmetric, since a sheltering effect is experienced.
The bending moment is presented in Figure 3-11. The maximum moment is for
waves of about one ship length, which maximally excites the sag/hog condition.
Returning to the presented results for the shear force in Figure 3-10, we notice
that in the low frequency limit, the shear force is not equal to zero, as one would
expect. This can be traced back to the difficulties in calculating the low frequency
response for the higher modes, as discussed previously in this chapter. For waves
much longer than the structure itself, the shear force must be zero for floating bodies.
As mentioned earlier, frequency domain results from the transient calculations are
obtained from a Fourier transform of the impulse-response function for each mode.
The Fourier transform is performed using Filon integration as explained by Bingham
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Figure 3-11: Bending moment at midships vs. frequency for the barge.
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Figure 3-12: The impulsive incident wave elevation for zero speed.
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Figure 3-13: Radiation impulse-response function for first and second structural
mode.
[4]. The diffraction impulse-response functions are calculated using an incident wave
profile as seen in Figure 3-12. Radiation impulse-response are obtained by giving
the body an impulsive velocity in the specified mode. Fourier transform of radiation
impulse-response functions gives the added mass and damping, and Fourier transform
of the diffraction impulse response gives the exciting force in the frequency-domain.
Figure 3-13 shows the radiation impulse-response function for modes 7 and 8, corre-
sponding to the first two deformable modes, Figure 3-14 shows the radiation impulse
response function for the modes 9 and 10. We note that the area under each curve
is decreasing with increasing mode-number. The area represents energy associated
with the modeshape. As the energy decreases for higher modes, this must mean that
the significance of the modes is decreasing.
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Figure 3-14: Radiation impulse-response function for third and fourth structural
mode.
3.2.1 Modal Decomposition of the Load Distribution
So far we have investigated the hydroelastic deformation of a structure. Most struc-
tures and ships are stiff, however. "Stiff" means in this case that the ship does not
deform very much compared to the rigid body motions. For instance, the ampli-
tude of the heave motion is likely much larger than the deformation for a stiff ship.
When this is true, we can neglect radiation due to deformation, and only consider
the radiation from the rigid-body motions.
If we have a finite element model of the structure, the mass matrix and stiffness
matrix are readily available, and we can easily perform hydroelastic analysis, and
thereby obtain the loads we are interested in. However, if we put ourselves in the
place of a designer, we need to know how strong the structure has to be before we
design the structure. In this situation is it useful to perform computations based
on the hydrodynamic loads on the undeformed ship. The common practice in naval
architecture is to calculate bending moments and shear stresses based on certain
static criteria, where the form of the hull and various wave lengths are not taken into
account [25]. The method presented in this section takes into account the diffraction
and radiation when calculating the moments and shear stresses.
Consider some continuously diffrentiable function f(x) x E [-1, 1]. Any such
function can be decomposed using a set of orthogonal basis-functions. Then we can
write
f(x) = : CiPi(x) (3.25)
i=O
The basis functions Pi(x) are known, the unknowns are the coefficients Ci. With
some manipulation we find that
1 1 0-0 
1
f(x)P3 (x)dx = L CPi(x)P3(x)dx = C PL (x)dx (3.26)
since the basis functions are orthogonal. If the basis functions are orthonormal, then
the latter integral is equal to unity.
If we return to (3.5) and write Newton's second law for a small strip of the struc-
ture, but now in a slightly different way,
dV
mý + = Fz (3.27)dz
where m is the sectional mass, V the shear force, and F the external forcing, we
immediately notice that if we can find -, the shear forces and bending moments can
be found from integration.
Let 1(x)= d, and write 1(x) as
1(x) = D iPi(x) (3.28)
i=O
Since 1(x) must satisfy the equilibrium conditions
S(x)dx = 0 xl(x)dx = 0 (3.29)
-1 -1
it follows that Do and D 1 must be zero. We now re-write (3.27) as
1(x) = Fz(x) - mi (3.30)
Premultiplying by Pj and integrating over the length of the structure, we find
D L P,(x)dx = kjkPk = X - (-w 2 (Ak + mjk) + iwBjk + Cjk)Pk (3.31)
where kjk is the stiffness matrix, w is the absolute wave frequency, Ajk is the added
mass, mjk is the mass matrix, i is the imaginary unit , Bjk is the damping, Cjk is
the hydrostatic restoring and Xj the exciting force coefficient. This means that if we
have the stiffness and the RAOs for all modes, we can easily find the coefficients Dj.
However, as the stiffness is becoming large and the deflections small, the product
kjkPk will become difficult to evaluate. The right-hand side of (3.31) can be approxi-
mated by summing over k = 1, .., 6, since Pk, k > 7 is assumed small compared to the
rigid-body motion. To get a reasonable approximation, all we need to know is the
rigid-body motion of the structure and the coupling terms between rigid-body motion
and deflections for added-mass, damping and hydrostatic restoring. We need to know
the terms which contain information about added-mass and damping in deformable
modes due to rigid-body motion only, but not the other way.
Using this approach, we can investigate the global loads in a long, slender, stiff
beam. We are using the same discretization as shown in Figure 3-5. We do not need to
perform new hydrodynamic calculations, we are merely interested in post processing
these quantities to obtain the load distribution. We still use a constant stiffness, but
we use a much larger value for the stiffness EI = 400 * ML3 /8s 2 . Figure 3-15 clearly
demonstrates that this method works. In this figure, one of the load distributions is
calculated using the hydroelastic method, whereas the other distribution is calculated
using the "stiff" approach. Figure 3-16 shows the corresponding real and imaginary
parts. Eight free-free beam modes were used in this example, in general convergence
has been found for less than 10 modes.
The graphical difference between the two methods is clear, but it is small. And
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Figure 3-15: Load distribution for the slender barge for w = 2.5, head seas. Solid
line is distribution calculated using the "stiff" approach, dotted line is hydroelastic
calculation.
the stiffness factor EI used for this calculation is probably in some mid-range when
considering stiffness of real structures. As the stiffness increases, we expect to find
that the two results converge.
3.3 Bending of a Wigley Hull
3.3.1 Zero Speed
Based on the analysis and validation of the method described in the previous section,
we can proceed to a more realistic hull shape, and also include forward-speed effects.
Throughout this section we will study the global loads on a Wigley Hull. Figure 3-17
presents the hull form with a total of 1600 panels. The characteristics are L/B=10,
and L/T=20, where L is the length, B the beam and T is the draft.
The form of the hull is more complex than the barge, and obtaining an expres-
sion for the stiffness element kj k is not straightforward. If we had a finite element
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Figure 3-16: Load distribution for the slender barge for w = 2.5, head seas. Solid
line is distribution calculated using the "stiff" approach, dotted line is hydroelastic
calculation. The figure presents the real and imaginary parts.
Figure 3-17: Wigley hull with 1600 panels overall. There are 80 panels longitudinally
and 20 along the girth.
.A.
model of the structure, this could have been used to calculate the stiffness. We could
then perform a hydroelastic analysis. Since the stiffness matrix is not available, an
analysis under the assumption that the ship is stiff is appropriate. Performing the
hydrodynamic analysis and utilizing the flexibility in the generalized modes theory,
we can find the quantities necessary to calculate the coefficients in (3.31). If we con-
sider forward-speed, an additional term of hydrodynamic restoring will enter in the
equation(3.31) , as it does in the equation of motion (2.77).
To perform calculations of the global loads, we need the mass distribution of the
ship. In the example to follow, the mass is assumed distributed as the local beam,
scaled so that the weight of the total mass equals the mass of the displaced fluid. In
Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19 the global loads are presented for zero speed in head seas.
We again notice that there is a difference in the shear force at x = -L/4 and x = L/4
as we experienced with the barge. The sheltering effect is stronger for the Wigley
hull, due to its geometry. The bending moment behaves in the same way as we found
with the beam, with two differences that are important to note: the magnitude is
about half for the Wigley hull compared to the beam, and the maximum bending
occurs for waves that are slightly shorter than the length between the perpendiculars.
The maximum value is found for a non-dimensional frequency w of about 2.8, which
corresponds to a wavelength of 0.8L. This could be anticipated from the geometry
of the Wigley hull, since it has zero beam at the ends, maximum hog and sag are
experienced for waves which are shorter than the ship length. This trend applies for
the wavelength of the maximum shear force as well.
3.3.2 Forward Speed
In this section results for a Wigley Hull traveling in head seas with Fn = 0.3 are
presented. In general there will be a difference between the absolute frequency of
the wave and the encounter frequency experienced by the ship when forward speed is
considered. The relation between the encounter frequency w, and the absolute wave
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Figure 3-18: Shear force at x=-L/4 and x=L/4 for a Wigley Hull in head seas, Fn=0.0.
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Figure 3-19: Bending moment at midship for a Wigley Hull in head seas, Fn=0.0.
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Figure 3-20: Shear force at x=-L/4 and x=L/4 for a Wigley Hull in head seas, Fn=0.3,
as a function of absolute frequency.
frequency wo is
U cos
We = W0 - Wo (3.32)
where / is the angle between the incoming wave and the ship, 1800 is head seas, U is
the ship speed and g gravity.
In Figure 3-21 the bending moment at midship is presented and in Figure 3-20
the shear force at x = -L/4 and x = L/4.
The effect of the forward speed is quite large. The peak magnitudes of both the
bending moments and the shear forces are approximately twice the value for zero
speed. The distribution is also different. We find that the peak values are shifted
towards longer waves, this is related to the fact that the frequencies for the peak
values are closely related with the corresponding frequencies for heave and pitch.
When considering head waves and forward speed, the frequency of encounter is higher
than the absolute frequency of the waves, hence the wave-frequencies for maximum
amplitude of the motions and loads are shifted towards longer waves.
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Figure 3-21: Bending moment at midship for a Wigley Hull in head seas, Fn=0.3, as
a function of absolute frequency.
The shape of the distribution has also changed significantly from the zero-speed
case. A shape of the transfer function with two maxima is experienced for both
bending and shear forces. The peak value which corresponds to the lowest frequency
is associated with inertia effects, the peak for higher frequencies is dominated by
hydrodynamic effects.
Figures 3-22 and 3-23 presents the same values for the shear force and bend-
ing moment, but now as a function of the encounter frequency. The transformation
between absolute frequency and encounter frequency is non-linear, here this means
a non-linear stretching of the coordinate. Studying these results, we find that the
bandwidth where most of the energy is contained, is larger for the encounter fre-
quency at forward speed than for zero speed. At zero speed this interval is from
a non-dimensional frequency of about 1 to 4 with a bandwidth of 3, where as the
corresponding bandwidth for forward speed is about 6.5, and the energy is contained
within the interval from 1 to 7.5. No firm conclusion can be drawn based on these
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Figure 3-22: Shear force at x=-L/4 and x=L/4 for a Wigley Hull in head seas, Fn=0.3,
as a function of encounter frequency.
results, but it is clear that both the absolute frequency of the wave wo and the en-
counter frequency w, is important. This statement is also supported by the fact that
the exciting force coefficient (2.73) is a function of the encounter frequency, but that
the radiation potential is a function of wo only.
3.4 Comparison with Experiments
For validation of the method to calculate the bending moments and shear stresses,
comparison has been done with experiments carried out by Adegeest [1]. In the
experiments two different hulls were tested to investigate the effect of bow flare on
the motions and the loads. Both hulls had the same underwater hull, identically to the
Wigley hull. One had bow flare, the other had not. In the present, transient, linear
method, there is of course no way to capture the effect of the bow flare above the
waterline, so we can only compare the results for the original Wigley hull. Comparison
has been done for the bending moment at midships.
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Figure 3-23: Bending moment at midship for a Wigley Hull in head seas, Fn=0.3, as
a function of encounter frequency.
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Figure 3-24: Comparison of the bending moment at
by Adegeest in head seas, Fn=0.2.
midships for the Wigley hull used
Adegeest used L/B=7 an L/T=18. L is the length, B the beam and T the draft,
and the actual ship-length was 2.5 m. The wave amplitude was in the range 2-3 cm for
waves of frequency up to 7Hz. The mass-distribution used in the comparison satisfies
the distribution specified from the experiments, the center of gravity and the radii of
gyration for each of the three sections the hull were made up of. The calculation was
then done using 8 free-free beam modes, and calculating the load-distribution over
the hull using (3.31).
As is shown in Figure 3-24, the comparison between the two methods is quite good.
Error is only found for the peak-values. During the investigation it has been found
that the bending moment for frequencies lower than the frequency where the peak
occurs, is affected mostly by inertia. On the other side, for higher frequencies inertia
seems to be relatively unimportant, the values here are dominated by hydrodynamic
effects. It has previously been found that the linear seakeeping program tends to
overpredict the motions at resonance for both heave and pitch, see Bingham et al.
[3]. It is therefore no surprise that the load is overpredicted slightly at the same
frequencies.
A transfer function for the bending moment with two maximum was also found
by Lin et al. [16], when they investigated the bending moment on a series 60 hull.
As can be seen from Figure 3-24 this is not found in the experiments, but according
to Lin et al. it has been found in other experiments.
It has been stated earlier that non-linear effects are of great importance when
calculating global loads. The possibility exists, that for the peak values, the non-
linearities dominate, so that we will experience a higher value for the bending moment
for a frequency higher than what is presented in Figure 3-24. Non-linearities means in
this case non-linearities in the fluid problem, not in the structural problem. Since the
deformations are assumed much smaller than the rigid-body motions, non-linearities
in the fluid problem is more likely to show up. Lin et al. [16] did show that non-
linearities contributed for a/A > 0.01. A is the wave-length and a the wave amplitude.
This is in the regime of the experiments. The importance of non-linearities in the
global loads is also documented by Kring et al. [14]. Non-linearities might be the
reason for the difference between the computational results and the experiments for
extreme values.
Chapter 4
Multibody Interaction
In this chapter the generalized modes approach is used to study interaction problems.
In these problems we have two or more bodies, and the motion of any one body is
affected by the presence of the other bodies. In addition to the hydrodynamic inter-
action, physical constraints can be modeled in the same problem. An example where
there are constraints between the bodies is the towing of a ship. Here, the physical
constraint is represented by the towline. To carry out such a problem with generalized
modes, we first solve for the hydrodynamic interaction in radiation and diffraction,
then a simulation can be done where the constraints are incorporated properly into
the equation of motion. A number of other problems fall into the category of in-
teraction problems as well, such as different marine operations and transfer-at-sea
problems. If we consider a replenishment operation where the constraints are very
weak, we can idealize the problem by studying the hydrodynamic interaction only.
Consider two identical hulls separated by some finite distance in head seas. If we
label the hulls A and B, B can be said to be the mirror of A, hence a wall is modeled
in the middle of the gap. In the gap between the two ships waves will be present, and
understanding these waves is important to predict the forces both at zero speed and
forward speed. In a real replenishment operation it is not likely that the ships will
be identical, but this is a straightforward extension of the example.
The configuration is shown in Figure 4-1. The separation is 1/2 L, where L is
the ship-length, which means that the imaginary wall is located at half the distance
Figure 4-1: The configuration for the interaction problem with two Wigley hulls. The
spacing is L/2 between the centers of the bodies.
between the bodies. This is a 12 degrees of freedom system, so we write the potential
as
12
S= z + Os + ± Ok (4.1)
k=1
The role of generalized modes in this problem is to specify the boundary conditions(2.26)
for these 12 modes. If we let potentials 1-6 represent the radiation potentials associ-
ated with body A, the boundary conditions for these potentials are homogeneous on
body B, and vice versa for potentials 7-12. For instance for the surge modes 1 and 7
x ESA
xE SB
n 0={n7 = x ESA
xE SB
(4.2)
where over-bar represent a vector component in the local frame. nl is the normal
vector in the x-direction, hence q1 and 07 are potentials associated with radiation in
surge of body A and B respectively. The boundary conditions for the other modes
are set up in the same way.
X Y
ni = t 0
4.1 Zero Speed
First, results for zero speed in head seas are presented. Pitch and heave are of minor
interest in such a problem, of more interest is the horizontal motions sway and yaw.
In Figures 4-2 and 4-3 the diffraction impulse-response functions are presented, and
the cross coupled radiation impulse-response functions are presented in Figures 4-4
and 4-5.
We see that the wave force on each of the two bodies have the same magnitude,
but opposite signs. This is exactly what we would expect. The wave is reflected off
the bodies, and is translating across the gap to hit the other body. Sway and yaw
behave similarly. A similar reaction is also found in the radiation problem, except
that the cross coupled radiation-impulse response functions are identical for the two
hulls. Giving one body an impulsive velocity in one mode causes a force in the same
mode on the other body after some finite time t, which is the time it takes the wave
to move the distance between the bodies. This means that energy is trapped in the
gap in some sense, only a minor part of the energy is radiated outwards each time the
wave is reflected off the hull. The geometry of the ship is crucial for this radiation. If
this problem were studied with another geometry, a barge for instance, the behavior
would have been quantitatively different. With a barge close to a wall we would
expect to see a even stronger trapping. Including forward speed for the Wigley hull
should increase the energy loss in the gap. The magnitude of the response is larger
in sway than in yaw, as can be predicted by the symmetry of the ship geometry.
4.2 Forward Speed
In this section results for two Wigley Hulls with spacing L/2 traveling in head seas
at forward speed Fn=0.3 are presented. The geometry is identical to the problem
investigated in the previous section, here we add forward speed effects.
In Figure 4-6 the diffraction impulse-response functions for the sway mode for the
two ships are presented, the corresponding picture for yaw is presented in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-2: Diffraction impulse-response function, sway mode, for two Wigley hulls
in head seas, Fn=0.0.
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Figure 4-3: Diffraction impulse-response function, yaw mode, for two Wigley hulls in
head seas, Fn=0.0.
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Figure 4-4: Radiation impulse-response function for two Wigley hulls in head seas,
Fn=0.0. The graph shows the impulse-response in sway for body B due to an impul-
sive sway velocity of body A.
The difference from zero speed is immediately striking, the magnitude of the trapped
wave is rapidly decaying to zero. As mentioned before, the energy loss in the gap is
much larger when the ship is going forward, and after some time only specific waves
can remain in the gap. Consider the group velocity of a wave as v9 = vg.i + vgyj.
Waves that can remain in the gap must have vgx equal to the velocity of the ships,
where as vy, can be arbitrary. The component vy, of the waves which are reflected
must be a function of the ship geometry, so different geometries will lead to different
patterns of the wave in the gap. The magnitude of the group velocity of the wave
which can be found in Figure 4-6 is almost twice the velocity of the ships.
4.3 Steady Resistance
When two or more bodies are moving forward in proximity, it is very likely that
the resistance will be changed from that of one body alone. Consider the formation
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Figure 4-5: Radiation impulse-response function for two Wigley hulls in head seas,
Fn=0.0. The graph shows the impulse-response in yaw for body A due to an impulsive
yaw velocity of body B.
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Figure 4-6: Diffraction impulse-response
in head seas, Fn=0.3.
function, sway mode, for two Wigley hulls
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Figure 4-7: Diffraction impulse-response function, yaw mode, for two Wigley hulls in
head seas, Fn=0.3.
a duck-family takes when it is swimming around in the pond. Can hydrodynamic
interaction between the family members be the reason for such a formation? Is this
arrow-shape formation optimum with respect to resistance? If that is the case, then
there can be improved resistance in the formation of a convoy, for instance. If we
consider a case where bodies are close together, it is obvious that wakes and waves
from one body will affect another body, so resistance characteristics are of interest.
The approach taken here is to consider the wave resistance in such a problem. If
we consider a 2D problem with two bodies traveling with forward speed, it can easily
be shown that there is some optimum spacing which gives zero total resistance! If we
let the separation distance between the two disturbances be 1, this will happen if the
spacing is some integer number of wavelengths, as explained by Newman [20]. It is
therefore very likely that we can find something similar in 3D, even though we can
not expect to find zero total resistance because of the radiation of energy.
In the previous case the aft body will get a 'free ride', it should however be noted
that in a problem with two submarines, the body in front can also get a 'free-ride'
for some specific separations.
4.3.1 Formulation
The formulation of the steady pertubation potential q is given by Bingham et al. [3].
The potential can be calculated as the steady state limit of an impulsive acceleration
to a forward speed U. The boundary conditions are given by
(8 on z = 0 (4.3)
, = Unih(t) on S
h(t) is the step-function, h(t) = 0,t < 0, h(t) = 1,t > 0.
To get the steady forces on the bodies we integrate the pressure force resulting
from this potential over the bodies as t -- cc. The force is
F =-p dS ( - udz nj (4.4)
which in the steady state becomes
/ d ¢(x, t -- 00)
F = pU dS x nj (4.5)
Integration over each separate body will now result in a steady wave resistance.
4.3.2 Results
Results will be presented for two identical Wigley hulls with a spacing of two and
three times the ship-length. The spacing is measured with respect to the center of
each ship. Two different speeds have been used, both Fn = 0.1 and Fn = 0.3 have
been investigated. Throughout this section the ship in front is labeled 'A', and the
ship behind is labeled 'B'. The resistance of both ships are compared to that of a
single ship alone.
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Figure 4-8: Steady resistance on two Wigley
the ship-length, Fn=0.1. Body A is the lead
the baseline is the single ship alone.
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Figure 4-9: Steady resistance on two Wigley Hulls, separation of centers is 3 times
the ship-length, Fn=0.3.
In Figures 4-8 and 4-9 the results for a separation distance of 3L are presented,
Fn = 0.1 and Fn = 0.3, respectively. For low speed we find that there is no significant
difference in the steady resistance, both ships have a resistance which compares well
with the baseline of a single ship alone. For the higher speed of Fn = 0.3, this changes.
The ship in front still has the same resistance as a single ship. However, the resistance
on the ship behind is less. Note that the resistance is a negative quantity. The
reduction in the wave resistance is about 25 percent. This is a significant reduction in
resistance. In Figure 4-10 we have reduced the separation between the centers to two
times the ship length. The resistance on body A is not affected by body B, but the
resistance for body B is slightly larger than for body A. As can be seen from the graph,
the resistance takes a very long time to become steady, so it is not possible from these
results to state the increase in resistance exactly. Recalling the results which can be
analytically obtained in 2D, the variation in resistance with velocity and separation
distance makes sense. Bingham [2] show good agreement with experiments for a single
ship, so this gives some confidence in the method used. It would therefore be very
interesting to see experiments for two ships carried out for comparison with these
results.
Using this approach to study interaction, the study of offshore towing can be
improved. Milgram et al. [18] have studied towing and tow-line tension especially,
using strip theory to calculate the hydrodynamic quantities. Two assumptions were
used, the first that no hydrodynamic interaction was important, and secondly they
used an ad-hoc procedure for the surge motion. Basing the hydrodynamic calculations
on generalized modes theory, this can now be avoided. Interaction can be calculated,
both cross-coupling in radiation and diffraction as well as wave-resistance can be
found. These hydrodynamic quantities need only be calculated once, and combining
them with an advanced towline model in a simulation routine, a towing simulation
which takes into account the hydrodynamic interaction can be performed.
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Figure 4-10: Steady resistance on two Wigley
the ship-length, Fn=0.3.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The linear transient seakeeping theory for 6 degrees of freedom has been reviewed and
extended to N degrees of freedom, where forward speed effects are taken into account.
Solving the problem is done using a free-surface Green function and a planar, constant
strength, panel method.
Examples have been carried out for different types of problems and different types
of modes. One group of problems fall into the category of hydroelastic problems,
where structural properties are taken into account, and the equation of motion is
solved for the N degree of freedom system. For a slender barge this has been done
with both free-free beam modes and Legendre modes. It has been shown that the
two sets of modes converge to the same result.
The method of generalized modes has also been used to calculate global loads in
different structures, where radiation effects of the deformation are assumed negligible.
In this case, the generalized modes theory can be used to efficiently expand the
unknown force distribution in a set of chosen basis modes. Comparison between
this method and the hydroelastic method have been done for a slender barge with
intermediate stiffness, and the results are found to converge. Calculations have also
been carried out for a Wigley hull, both at zero and forward speed. Comparison of
the calculated bending moment at midship with experiments by Adegeest [1] has also
been done, and good agreement was found for all wavelengths, except the wavelength
which corresponds to the highest bending moment. It is believed that the non-linear
effects of the hydrodynamic problem are important for these wavelengths.
Generalized modes have also been used in interaction problems. Two different
problems have been studied, the problem of two identical hulls side by side at zero or
non-zero speed, and steady resistance of ships in proximity. In the problem where two
hulls are separated transversely the behavior of the wave in the gap between the two
bodies has been investigated. As could be expected, it has been demonstrated that
waves seem to be trapped in the gap at zero speed, but this effect decreases rapidly
as the bodies move forward.
Steady resistance calculations have been carried out for two ships traveling forward
one ahead of the other, and it has been found that speed and distance between the
ships gives very different resistance characteristics for the two bodies. Validation of
the results is necessary to get confidence in the method.
Further research in this area would be to apply the method to a wide variety of
problems, either involving fluid-structure problems, where the structural deformation
is important for the hydrodynamic problem, or study global loads of structures which
can be assumed stiff. Time-domain calculations of large volume structures like a
mobile offshore base or a floating harbor/airport can also be done. The method
should also be used to study the bending of a plate, where structural modes in two
directions are utilized. This would especially be appropriate for a floating airport
structure with wave directions not perpendicular to the structure. Modeling of the
landing of an airplane is not possible in the frequency domain, if one wants to take
this into account, time domain calculations are necessary.
More work should also be done in the validation of global loads. Good agreement
with bending moment has been found, so it should be possible to get good results
also for shear forces. Comparisons done so far has not given satisfactory results, and
the results are therefore not included in this work.
For the interaction problems more work needs to be done to create algorithms that
can simulate the interaction problems for all motions. In particular this would be of
interest in the study of towing, where advanced tow-line models can be incorporated
in the simulation routine. Other marine operations where several bodies interact
should also be investigated, especially if some kind of constraints are involved.
To increase the efficiency of the method, work has to be done on a more funda-
mental level, especially in terms of improving the computational speed of the method.
Most of time used to solve the canonical problem is spent in the convolution over time
(equation (B.14)), and methods to increase the speed of this calculation should be
developed.
Appendix A
Describing the Normal Vector in
the Mean Fixed Frame
Let the body boundary be described by the equation g(x', y', z') = 0. (x', y', z') are
ship-fixed coordinates. A normal vector to this surface is n' = V,,g [9]. As the body
may undergo unsteady, small motions about its mean position, this vector is to be
described in a reference frame fixed to the mean position of the body. This coordinate
system is denoted x. The relationship between the systems is x = x' + a(x', t).
A normal vector in the x-frame is now
n = Vg(x', y z') = i + j + k
-i[•- +' 9qo_ .. y'i + o_ z']
dX' D i y' Ox Oz' Ox
-jr [g o- , + i_9_a_ + i9_0i'l
ak[x a a,' ay az' az(A.1)
' O y' z D •, z'
SVg - [i + j + k--] - Vg
= n' - Va -n'
Appendix B
An Integral Representation for the
Canonical Potentials
B.1 Fixed frame of reference
Since all the potentials satisfy Laplace's equation in the fluid domain, and differ only
in the body boundary conditions, the same procedure can be used to solve for all
potentials. The Green function derived by Wehausen and Laitone [28] can be used
to solve the problem efficiently:
G = (x; ý, t) = G(°)(x; () + GU()(x; ý, t) (B.1)
where
G(f) 2 [1 - cos gkt]e(z+C)Jo(kR)dk}=(x - •)2 + (y - ) + (z )
R = (x - ) + (y -
G(0) _ I
(r (B.2)
Jo is the Bessel function of zero order. Green's second identity states that
[QV•G - GV2 ]dý = [•oG, - Gý]dý 0 (B.3)
where the surface S is a sum of the surface of the body, the free surface, infinity and
S, which is a small neighborhood around the singular point of G (O). Applying Green's
second identity to (p, and G and using that the integration in infinity goes to zero
[11], we get
27y, +f [pGn - ( pnG]d +j [PG - PrG]d= 0 (B.4)
qt is the time derivative of the potential. Sb denotes the body boundary and Sy the
free surface. Integrating over time from -oc to t we get
2xp(t) + fsb[p(t)Gn(0) - G(0)Pn]d - f t o(fsb['pGrn - PnG,]d)dT (B.5)(B.5)
+ fs, [((t)Gn(0) - p~(t)G(0)]d( - fo(fsf [RpGr - npG,]dý)dT = 0
At this point, we can invoke the free surface condition for G. In a fixed frame of
reference we can use (2.11) and recalling that the normal vector to the plane z = 0 is
k, we write
0 1 82
= n V= z = 0 (B.6)
az g at2
Evaluating the last term in (B.5), this is written
I= _ (fJ [cpGn- - PnG,]d,)dT = l f-• [CG,, - ',G,7]d )dT (B.7)
In 2D the transport theorem takes the form
d (t) fd = (t) fd + () fU - ndl (B.8)
when Sf moves with the speed U. The contour C(t) = F(t) + Co, F is the waterline
of the moving body. Applying this theorem to (B.7), we write
I = - p(t)G(O)d~ - ( [RpG,, - o,G,]nldl)dT  (B.9)
Substituting back into (B.5), using initial and boundary conditions, we get an earth
fixed integral equation for the unknown potential p.
27rP(t) + fsb[p(t)G,(O) - G(0)ýOn]dý - fL(f.sb[opGl -(pG,]df)d
(B.10)
-+ f r o(f Gr[-(P - ýpG,]nidl)dr = 0
B.2 Steady translating coordinate system
We are about to solve the linearized boundary value problem in a coordinate system
moving with steady forward speed, attached to a mean position of the moving body.
Recall that a time derivative of a function in the fixed coordinate system is equivalent
to a substantial derivative in the moving frame of reference, so we get the relations
xo = x + Ut - -- - - U (B.11)
at at ax
This means that the Green function has a different form, the parameter R is
R = - + Ut)2 + (y -
With this change in the Green function, the function satisfies the free-surface bound-
ary condition in the steady moving frame. The integral equation (B.10) now takes
the form
2rWp(t) + fsb[p(t)Gn(0) - G(0)cn,]dý - ft(fsb[pGf - 'p.G, ]d)dr
-" fU (fr nl[f(G,, - UGT,) - G,(p, - UWý)]dl)d-r
9 ri(B.12)
= U fI,(fsb[opG• + aGe]dý)dr
+ rf1(fr [ni[G(p7 - U(po) - p(GE - UGE)]dl)d
It has been shown [2] that the waterline integral on the right hand side of (B.12) can
be written
1- drl[G(c• - Up~ ) - p(Gý, - UGa)] = L dý[cpGýn - Gcn] (B.13)
where the integration is carried out in a counter clockwise direction, so nidl = -d7y.
Recall that GC is a harmonic function and apply Green's second identity to the right
hand side of (B.12), the expression vanishes. The forward speed, integral equation
for the canonical potential ýp then can be expressed as
27ri(t) + fsb[c(t)G,(O) - G(0)>p,]d - f_,(fsb[(G,, - pG,]dg)dT
(B.14)
g-f .(fS ni[c(Gar - UG7C) - G,((, - Up~)]dl)dr = 0
The Neumann boundary conditions for the potentials are known from Section (2.2).
Appendix C
Forces Evaluated Using Tuck's
Theorem
Recall Tuck's Theorem [24]:
1[mjk - nj(V- V(k)]dS = - j ni k( X n) -V (C.1)
1 is the unit tangent vector to the mean waterline. The theorem is most useful if the
body is wall sided along the waterline, since the term on the right hand side of (C.1)
vanishes. We will assume that this is the case, and write (2.63) as
Fjk = -P nj - kmj)dS (C.2)
The force due to the radiation pressure now becomes
Fjk = -p f~[(X + Mk + af% O (t - r)ik(r)dr)nj
=t (C.3)
-(.'Vkk + Mkxk + f1 lk(t - r)ik(r-)dr)mj]dS
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